VK Connect, Mail.ru Group’s unified ID product, goes live
VK Connect, a single login platform based on VK technology, is accelerating its rollout in our ongoing effort
to unite all Mail.ru Group’s products into an ecosystem, which is among our core 2020-22 strategic
priorities.
VK Connect allows users to sign up and log into any of the Group’s services faster and easier than in the
past. With just one tap, users will now be able to log in by selecting VK Connect as their authentication
option. The new platform allows users to manage all of their data under one account, which is available
under their VK profile settings. Moreover, using VK Connect is possible even without having a VK account.
User’s single personal account will be accessible in other services that support login through VK Connect,
making the platform a universal means of authentication for all our users. In the meantime, advanced
security settings will provide a higher level of data security, while users will not have to remember multiple
log-ins and passwords.
Multiple benefits from VK Connect rollout include:
 Consistency of personal data: User information, such as name and city, is unified across all
services. This means that if users relocate, they only have to enter their new address once for
changes to be reflected across all connected apps, including those where accuracy of address
information is essential such as ride-hailing or food delivery services
 Convenience around payments: Users can see their payment history for all enabled services in
one place as well as manage their connected payment methods, with the need to connect these
only once to apply across all connected services
 Simplified subscription management: Combo, VK Music or BOOM subscriptions will all be in
one place, making it easy for users to manage subscriptions and monitor upcoming payments
 Secure access: Users can see a list of all the apps and services they are authorized in through
VK Connect and choose which ones they want to be connected to
 Personal data protection: VK Connect increases data security across all services thanks to
unified session history, 2-step verification and a reliable access restoration system in case users
lose their password or phone number
VK Connect account page is already available on VK and has already been rolled out for Marusia virtual
voice assistant as well as Delivery Club apps. It is in the process of being rolled out across Youla and will
shortly become available for Citymobil and other Mail.ru Group’s projects. In the future, our unified ID will
also allow to connect third-party services.
VK Connect will become one of the key components of VK SuperAppKit, a collection of tools which aim to
unite Mail.ru Group services into a single ecosystem. Aside from VK Connect, it contains other
fundamental projects, such as the VK Mini Apps platform, Combo loyalty program, Marusia voice
technologies and the VK Pay payment system. The goal for all of the Group’s services is to be
personalized, with smooth and easy navigation among them and increasing added value for the user. In
the meantime, we will be transforming VK more and more into the heart of our ecosystem.
Andrey Rogozov, CEO, VK: “The first time we made it possible to use VK for logging into external
websites was back in 2010. Now it is one of the main authentication methods for 35 million users on most
Russian Internet resources. VK Connect takes our technology to a whole new level. We are expanding
beyond the VK platform and uniting with other Mail.ru Group services to make the authentication process
as convenient and secure as possible for the majority of Russian Internet users.”
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About Mail.ru Group:
Mail.ru Group (MAIL, listed since November 5, 2010) is the largest internet business in Russia in terms of
total daily audience (Mediascope WEB-Index Desktop&Mobile, Russia 0+, population aged 12+, March
2020).
Mail.ru Group is developing the leading domestic internet communications and entertainment platform. The
company owns Russia’s two largest Russian language social networks, VKontakte (VK) and Odnoklassniki
(OK), leading email service, one of Russia’s largest internet portals (Mail.ru), and four instant messaging
services. The company also holds the international gaming brand MY.GAMES, with a portfolio of hundreds
of popular games for a range of platforms and over 540 million users worldwide. In 2019, Mail.ru Group Tech
Lab was launched with a primary focus on technology and innovation development.
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Mail.ru Group is a shareholder of AliExpress Russia JV along with Alibaba Group, MegaFon and Russian
Direct Investment Fund. The company partners with Sberbank to jointly develop O2O service platform
targeting food delivery and taxi markets.
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